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C H I N M A Y A  M I S S I O N  
O T T A W A  

Nityam 
 …..Eternal  J U N E  2 0 1 8  

UPCOMING EVENTS 
 

Summer Camp for Bala Vihar 
9 - 20 July  

 

Guru Purnima 
27 July 

 

Chinmaya Aradhana  
25th Anniversary 3 Aug. 

 

Swami Shantananda’s visit 
26 Aug. 

Chinmaya study classes are specifically designed for children, youth and adults,  and are held at  Chinmaya Bharati,  
1088, Ogilvie Road, Ottawa, ON K1J 7P8.  For all week-day and Sunday classes and activities, details are on the last page. 

Email : Chinmaya.Ottawa@gmail.com Website: www.chinmayaottawa.com 

Turn Godward.  In the joy of Life divine, the foolish demands of day-to-day life will drop off from you.  
With the minimum in life, yours will be the fullness of life. 

- Pujya Gurudev Swami Chinmayananda 

 

जाडं्य धियो हरधि धिञ्चधि वाधि ित्य ं

मानोन्नतिं दिशधि पापमपाकरोधि । 

िेिः प्रिाियधि दिक्ष ुिनोधि कीर्ििं 

ित्िङ्गधिः कथय ककं न करोधि पंुिाम् ॥  

Satsanga, the company of good people, removes dullness from a person’s 
intellect. It sprinkles truth in one’s speech, brings honor and progress, deters 
one from doing sinful deeds.  It also increases intelligence and expertise and 
brings fame. So please tell me, what can the association with noble persons not 
do to a person? 

- From Nīti Śatakam of Bhartru Hari 

jāḍyam dhiyo harati sincati vāci satyam 

mānonnatim diśati pāpamapākaroti ǀ 

cetaḥ prasādayati dikshu tanoti kīrtim 

satsangatiḥ kathaya kim na karoti pumsām ǁ 

Excerpts from Swamiji’s talks by Nikhil Bakshi 

‘Great Success’ Workshop by Swamiji 

Mother’s Day Devi Matru Puja;   Father’s Day Guru Paduka Puja 

A Glimpse of Bala Vihar Activities;   ‘Hymn to Him’ - A Poem by Shalini Sahni 

IN THIS ISSUE 

The first Pravachan  
in the presence of Ma Sarasvati! 

mailto:Chinmaya.Ottawa@gmail.com
http://www.chinmayaottawa.com/
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Excerpts from Swami Chidatmananda’s talk on  

‘Enjoy the Bliss’ 
 

Learnings shared by Nikhil Bakshi, from the Young Adults Group 
 

In the month of May, we were fortunate to have amongst us Swami 

Chidatmananda from Chinmaya Mission Hyderabad. Swamiji gave a talk 

on “Enjoy the Bliss”. I will share some of my learnings from Swamiji’s talks 

in this article. 

 Out of all the pursuits the human beings have, the most common is the pursuit of happiness.  All of us want 

to be happy. But the fact that we want something means that we do not already have it. Right from birth till the end 

of our lives, we have an innate sense of incompleteness. We constantly feel that we are missing one thing or the 

other. We long for an object, a person, a situation, an experience, or for basic survival, depending on situations we 

are in. So, one thing is clear: we are not always happy. 

 But as humans, we have an incredible ability called resolve.  We are determined to do something about this 

incompleteness, this unhappiness. We start striving to fill this void inside us. The first thing that is necessary for 

happiness is survival. We feel insecure in this world as it is, and hence we strive to acquire food, clothing, shelter, 

good health, procreation etc. to ensure our survival and security. Once we have a temporary feeling of security, we 

seek comfort. Boredom is something we have all experienced from our childhood. We just cannot be with our own 

self as it is. We feel incomplete, unhappy. So we seek out another individual, or an experience which will cure our 

incompleteness. We always seek fulfillment in the world around us. 

 To experience anything in this world, we need three things: the object which has to be experienced; the 

means of experiencing the object, which is usually our five sensory organs and our body; the experiencer which is our 

own self, which thinks of itself as being incomplete and limited.  We are convinced that if we use our body and 

sensory organs to seek out other things, or people, or experiences in the outside world, we will achieve 

completeness. 

 But the irony of this world is that none of the above three things are under our control.  This world is 

constantly changing and many things are beyond our control. The body through which we experience the world is 

also constantly changing from childhood to youth to old age to death; and our faculties reach their peak and decline 

over time. Even our own mind, which is the experiencer, is always prone to disturbances. Our mind is not always 

focused. So sometimes we also lose opportunities, because of unawareness of the situation around us. 

 To such a human, who feels he is condemned to incompleteness and impermanent happiness, Swami 

Chidatmananda says that there is a source of infinite and absolute 

bliss. A source of bliss that is permanent, which does not require any 

external adjunct or means to acquire it!  Swamiji adds that it is none 

other than our Vedas and Upanishads which promise the presence of 

this source of infinite and absolute bliss.  Swamiji’s talks were based 

on the Vedantic treatise called the Sarva Vedanta Siddhanta Saara 

Sangraha, composed by the great Guru, Adi Shankaracharyaji, 

which explains the nature of this source of infinite bliss, and the ways 

to realize it.  First we will learn more about this infinite source of 

bliss, and then we will see how we can go about realizing it. 
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Excerpts from Swami Chidatmananda’s talk on “Enjoy the Bliss” Cont’d... 
 

 In the Vedic shastras, this infinite source of bliss is called Brahman, or Paramatma. 

The shastras say that Brahman is of the nature of Sat, Chit and Ananda. 'Sat' means that 

which always exists. Even before the creation of this dualistic, relative world, there was 

only Brahman. This fleeting world of shapes and forms is created out of Brahman, is 

sustained in Brahman, and dissolves in Brahman alone. The Brahman alone exists, and 

exists forever. The shapes, forms, objects, people, experiences, thoughts that come and go 

are merely waves in that infinite ocean of existence, just like waves come and go in the 

ocean. There is nothing else that exists. Whatever exists is Brahman only. 'Chit' means to 

be aware, to know. This ever existent Brahman is self-luminous. It is the awareness that makes every other 

knowledge possible. It is the infinite consciousness which appears as the limited 'I' in all human beings.  'Ananda' 

means pure, infinite bliss. It is the existence of this happiness which is promised in Vedas and Upanishads. 

 After promising the presence of this infinite source of existence, knowledge and bliss, Adi Shankaracharyaji 

gives us an important teaching. He says that, in reality, our very nature is this Brahman itself. This teaching is also 

called in Sanskrit as Jeeva Brahma Aikya Lakshanam. Jeeva, which is our limited self, and the Brahman, which is fully 

complete in itself, are one and the same. They are in fact two different names given to the same thing, from two 

different stand points. From the micro stand point, we call ourselves the Jeevatma, which is the self in the 

individual. From the macro standpoint, that is while thinking about the infinite source of existence, knowledge and 

bliss, we call it the Brahman. Aikya means that they are one and the same. There is no difference between the 

Jeevatma and the Paramatma. In fact our very nature is the Brahman alone. The essence of the waves in the ocean, 

and the ocean itself is water only. The essence of a piece of gold jewellery is gold alone. The essence of a clay pot is 

clay alone. Similarly the essence of a Jeeva is Brahman alone. 

 In fact, Adi Shankaracharyaji says that our mind is like a lake. Thoughts are 

like the ripples on the lake. Just like throwing a stone causes ripples in the lake, 

dwelling upon an object causes thoughts in the mind-lake. If you achieve temporary 

union with that object you are obsessing about, the thoughts of the mind calm 

down, just like the ripples in the lake calm down. Then just like you see a clear 

reflection of the moon in the calm lake at night, similarly, the infinitely blissful 

Brahman gets reflected in our thought-free mind, and we experience momentary or 

fleeting happiness. The happiness we experience in the everyday world is nothing but 

that infinite happiness of the Brahman reflected only briefly in our mind. 

 This is indeed an extraordinary statement, because if we have the same 

Brahman as our essence, then how come we feel incomplete? Why don't we feel permanent happiness? Why are we 

constantly running after something? Adi Shankaracharyaji says that the fundamental dis-ease of a human being is 

ignorance. We are born in this world due to ignorance of our true Self. We are ignorant of that purnatva, that 

completeness, which is our essence. This ignorance is the cause of all the kaama or desire, which seeks to achieve 

completeness by reaching out to the outside world through our body and sensory organs. If we don't get the objects 

we desire, we get angry (krodha). If we achieve them, we develop greed (lobha), and all the shadripu or the six 

enemies of a human being are born. When all things in this world are incomplete by themselves, how can two 

incomplete things make each other complete? In this relative world when two halves get together, it is not a 

summation of two halves but a multiplication. So by the union of two halves, you are left with one-fourth of what 

you had before and not the whole. The whole will always elude us, if we seek it in the world outside. 
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Excerpts from Swami Chidatmananda’s talk on “Enjoy the Bliss” Cont’d... 
 
 The only cure to this disease of ignorance is Atma Jnana, or Atma Bodha. We need not seek or borrow 
happiness from outside. Instead, we need to dig a figurative well inside us and remove this obstacle of ignorance 
between the source of infinite bliss and our limited ego, the experiencer. 
 One may then ask the question, how come this came to be. Why were we born ignorant of our true nature? 
Adi Shankarachryaji says that Brahman has an illusory power called Maya or Mula Prakriti, which has balance of the 
three gunas the Satva, Rajas and Tamas. Maya is not a separate entity that exists by itself, but is only an illusory or 
delusional power of the Brahman. Brahman alone is the one that exists. 
 When the Satva concentration in the illusory power increases, you get pure satva form of maya. When the 
Brahman gets reflected through the pure satva, you get the Saguna Brahman, or the different forms of God, like 
Maha Vishnu, who is omnipresent, omnipotent and omniscient. This is the un-manifest, God that we pray to, in all 
His different Avataras. 
 There is also a form of Maya in which the Rajo and Tamo gunas overpower the Satva guna. When the 
Brahman gets reflected through such a Maya, we get the manifested form of the world, or the Jeeva, who is 
ignorant of his true self. The jeeva, being deluded by Maya, constantly seeks completeness, satisfaction and 
happiness in the temporary world around him, like the story of Sisyphus in Greek Mythology, who was condemned 
to push a boulder up a tall mountain, only to have the boulder roll back to the ground, at which point he would have 
to push the boulder up the mountain again. 
 In a vedantic treatise called Panchikaranam, Adi Shankaracharyaji says that it is the Eternal Brahman alone, 
which gets reflected through the three gunas of Maya, and creates the un-manifest and the manifest world that we 
know of. In the manifest world, Brahman appears as the Buddhi, the limited awareness, which takes the form of 
Ahamkara, the ego or self-identity. This Ahamkara manifests itself in gross and subtle form. In the gross form, the 
Ahamkara appears as the 5 Jnanendriyas i.e. the sensory organs and body. In the subtle form, the Ahamkara 
appears as the 5 Tanmatras of sound, touch, form, taste and smell, which create the Pancha-Mahabhutas of Space, 
Wind, Fire, Water and Earth, which is the material that we see in this world. 
 Such a Jeeva, in the manifest world, can start to tap into the infinite happiness, by complete surrender to the 
Saguna Brahman. A Jeeva is ill-equipped to perceive the Sacchidananda, the formless, shapeless divine, which is 
beyond the manifest, and even the un-manifest. We are like a blind man trying to understand what is light. Only 
when we fix our eyes, will we start getting some glimpse of the Brahman. If the Jeeva performs complete surrender 
to the Guru, and meditates on the Saguna form of Brahman, as guided by the Guru, he or she will see that Saguna 
Brahman merges into the Nirguna Brahman or Sacchidananda alone.  
 Adi Shankaracharyaji says that we operate in this world like walking in a dark room, and we are constantly 
bumping our head or hitting our foot against the objects in the room. What Atma Bodha will do is flick on the light in 
the room, so that you will see things as they are, and not have un-realistic expectations from the world. Such a 
person who can see things as they are in the room clearly, if he uses his discriminatory power, becomes indifferent to 

the temporary world around him.  He  
prioritises the achievement of permanent 
Brahmananda or infinite bliss over the 
temporary happiness of the world. Through 
mental and sensory discipline, he stays on 
the path of Atma bodha. He will definitely 
reach pure consciousness.  
 

Dear Pujya Swamiji,  
we offer our humble gratitude for your 

excellent discourses to impart knowledge 
of the Supreme Brahman in us.  

Our loving Pranams at your feet! 
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 With a beautiful guided meditation, Swamiji began his talk on “Great Success”.  
Quoting Dharma Shastras, he gave excellent pointers, which when followed, will make 
our actions shine with success.  Swamiji explained that success is not an independent 
happening of the outer world; it is the natural outcome of true inner vision. 
 After the talk, Swamiji organized activities that were super fun and educational.  
We formed about 10 groups of 4 each; each group was given a topic  on values such as 
honesty, courage, education, hard work, etc., that contribute to success. And the 
challenge for each group was to present an impromptu short skit on the topic given, 
with only a few minutes of preparation!  All groups did very well conveying a life lesson!    

This was followed by a game of concentration 
where each and every one of us had to throw a 
tennis ball into a container from a distance… 
which proved to be very challenging!  Whether 
we performed well or not, we had so much fun 
for sure!  Certainly Swamiji also had a good 
time watching the fun!   

Dear Pujya Swamiji, Thank you for this 
wonderful workshop and for visiting Ottawa.  

Our loving Pranams at your feet! 
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Children showcase lessons learnt in Bala Vihar 
through an entertaining play... 

Divine Mother, Ma Shakti  alone 
is the heart and essence of every 

mother.  It is a blessing to 
worship the living, breathing 
Divine Mother who lovingly 

awaits our devotion and 
worship.  Children are the 
pujaris in this Matru Puja. 

Mothers invoke Divine Mother’s presence and pray to Pujya Gurudev  to keep their minds meditative and satvic ... 

The children perform the 16 step puja, with love and respect, and appreciate Mothers through melodious songs... 

Mata Sarasvati ki Jai! 

A delicious lunch served by fathers made all the Mothers even more special!  
What a beautiful day of divinity, love and affection! As Pujya Guruji says in 
His Matru Stavan, may we have unwavering devotion for you, O Mother! 

Please bless us always, as you have done so far, readily and gladly! 
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Dear reader, 
 At Chinmaya Bala Vihar, we learn about life and what helps us 
throughout the course of daily living. 
 On Father’s Day, we all sat with our dads and offered Paduka Puja to 
Swami Chinmayananda, our Father of Fathers.  We used rice, kumkum, 
chandan, water, flower petals, and incense stick in the Puja. First we prayed 
to the Lord Ganesha to start this Puja. Then we chanted 108 names of the 
Guru. It was fun learning 108 names of the Guru.  Bina Aunty explained how 
the same qualities in those names belong to our Dads – he is the Protector, 
Benefactor, Illustrious and Industrious.  At the end of the Puja we sang the 
Arti. The Arti is to say how much we appreciate life and the world we are 
living in.  We spoke about our dads how much they do for us. 
 After that the fathers gathered to  play a Father's Day quiz game! The 
object of the game was to be the first to pick up the ball placed in the middle 
of the two teams to answer the question and get a point! The quiz was based 
on our Indian epic and puranic fathers, grand fathers and fathers-in-law.   
 Finally, we had prasadam that was given to us.  It was a fun day! 
-Swetha Dutt, Grade 5 

Fathers with their families performed the Guru Paduka Puja, 
and offered their love and gratitude to Pujya Gurudev,  

our Father of Fathers.   

Beautiful songs were sung to 
convey the uniqueness of dads in 

our lives.  A few children came 
forward and spoke about their 

dads how loving they are.  A 
delectable lunch served by mothers 

was enjoyed by all fathers.  
 

As Pujya Guruji says in His 
Prarthana Gitam to Pujya Gurudev,  
O Father, please grant us strength, 

wisdom, and devotion to always 
walk on the path you show to us. 
Should we forget you, you please 

forget us not. We are your children! 

The sacred 108 names of Gurudev were 
chanted with reverence appreciating 

Gurudev’s life of sacrifice and service, and 
admiring His qualities. 

Such qualities hold true for our Dads as well. Dads are super fun, 
loving, disciplinarians, inspirational, ever engaged in action for the 

welfare of the family, intelligent, righteous, unmatched..! 
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Our Heart-felt Thank You’s to all the participants, 
parents, teachers, various volunteers, and above all, 
the three awesome judges who took up the toughest 
job! It was a great success due to each and 
everyone’s time and effort, and the Grace and 
Blessings of Pujya Gurudev and Lord Sri Krishna. 

Kudos to the First Place Winners! 

Our Hearty Congratulations to all the participants in the Bhagavad Gita Chanting 
Competition!  Bravo to all of you for taking up the challenge, learning to chant, 
paying careful attention to pronunciation, practising so sincerely, and 
memorizing all the select verses!  
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The "Why Do We?" play illustrates important symbolism 

behind Hindu rituals and beliefs. The above six Bala Vihar 

children depicted a few of these "why's" at this year's 

Ottawa Telugu Association Annual Function. 

Hello everybody, my name is Vibhav. I joined Bal Vihar classes last September and now it is 

June. I’m really enjoying my classes a lot.  

We have been learning about many things and the stories of Krishna is one of them. I’m going 

to tell what I felt about 3 stories.  

The first story is the horror cave, where a demon snake (Aghasura) made itself look like a 

cave. What I felt about the first story was that you should think before you do anything. 

The vicious whirlwind is the second story where the tornado demon (Trinavarta) was trying to 

destroy Vrindavan. It tells us not to hurt other people otherwise you get hurt too. 

Finally, the last one is the challenge of the bull demon (Arishtasura). It tells us not listen to 

other people if they are forcing you. THANK YOU FOR READING!  

- Vibhav Dittakavi, Grade 2 

Vinuthna Dittakavi, Grade 6.  also shares her 

thoughts… 

I joined Bal Vihar in September 2017 and I learnt a lot 

of things but one of the main things we learnt this year 

is why we do the Gayatri Mantra. 

We do the Gayatri Mantra because it can help us calm 

our mind. Also, we pray to the sun so that it can take us 

out of the darkness and give us its light. Symbolically 

this means bringing us from ignorance to knowledge 

(knowledge about ourselves). It is also a reminder to be 

disciplined like the sun. The sun is disciplined because 

it comes up every day without fail, even if it is hidden 

behind clouds.  

At Bal Vihar, we are encouraged to learn things not just 

by sitting down and listening to the teacher but also by 

applying things to everyday life to understand it. We 

also did a challenge where for 1 week we had to wake 

up 15 minutes earlier than usual and say the Gayatri 

Mantra for a few mins in front of the sun. So, as you 

can see we actually discuss and experiment things to 

learn. 

Overall, I really like my class at Bal Vihar and what 

we’re learning! 

Fun time continues even after Bala Vihar classes... 
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Hymn to Him 
 

He was the One who left nothing undone, who asked, “What is the matter?” 
And when he heard your reply, He was filled with laughter. 

 
Why do you cry when a dew drop falls from the flower to the ground? 

Open your heart, close your eyes and listen to The Sound 
 

Do you not hear the melody divine, playing all the time? 
Turn your thought away from the notion that “All this is mine.” 

 
The world seems real, but it is not, just a dream along the way ... 

Hang on to this, think it over, bit by bit each day. 
 

You want it all — riches, fame and glory? 
Look inside, deep inside, for the most incredible story! 

 
Don’t be afraid to let things go; they were not really yours 

Wash your mind in the coolness of waves lapping at the shores 
 

Sing your song, clap your hands, your breath will keep the beat 
In the seat of meditation, He’s waiting for you to meet. 

 
Krishna, Krishna, Siva, Siva—silently repeat 

Open your eyes and you will see 
You were always at His Feet. 

 
 

Shalini Sahni 
CM Ottawa 

May 24, 2018 
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Saraswati Pooja every full moon at Chinmaya Bharati (7:00pm) 
  

 The Moon is The Presiding Deity of the Mind.  All those who know a little about the psychological behavior of a 
human being have unanimously agreed that there is a relationship between the moon and the mind. Therefore, it is 

quite justified when the Rishis say in Sanskrit, the moon and the mind are both called by the same term Mati, which 
clearly shows that in the microcosm that which is mind, is itself in the macrocosm, the moon. 

  

What is Saraswati Pooja? 
 

Maa Saraswati is known to represent knowledge. Worshiping Maa Saraswati with humility brings about the required 
purity in our mind for this supreme knowledge to flow into us. It helps the spiritual wisdom to take root in our 

hearts. This is a great opportunity for you and your family to truly connect with the Divine Mother. 
 

How long does the Pooja last? 
 

The Pooja lasts about 30 minutes 
 

How do I prepare for the Pooja? 
 

A few days before the Pooja, Maa Saraswati will be bathed and her clothes and jewellery will be changed. 
You may select and purchase a new sari and any accessories you would like for her yourself (these should be given 

to the organizers at least 2 weeks prior to your Pooja) 
or  

You will be required to pay $125 to cover the cost of purchasing the new set of clothes 
 

What do I need for the Pooja? 
 

For the Pooja, the following items will be required: 

2 bananas for Ganesha 

2 fresh bouquets of flowers (for decoration) 

Fresh rose petals (at least 108 petals per person performing the Pooja) 
A minimum donation of $121 as Dakshina for the Pooja 

Prashad (made fresh that day) 

Prepare any Bhajans you would like to sing as part of the Pooja 

Optional: flower garland to be placed on Devi during the Pooja 

 

How can I sign up for this Pooja? 
 

Contact Bina Sutarwala at 613-591-5961 

tel:613-591-5961
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 Life is a Gift, Living an Art 
 by Swami Tejomayananda 

 
(part 3 taken from web sources) 
 
A little boy received a violin as a birthday gift from his uncle. After ten days, he met the 
uncle again and told him that he really liked the violin. 
The uncle asked, “So are you enjoy playing the violin?” 
The boy said. “No, but my mother gives me 5 rupees each day for not playing it during the 
daytime, and my father gives me 5 rupees for not playing it at night!” 
If I own a violin, it does not make me a violinist—only a violin carrier. But there is a 
possibility that melodious music can emerge with proper instruction and training. Talent 
and skill blossom only with practice. A violin is a gift, but playing the violin is an art. 
 
We have received life as a gift, but what are we doing with it? It is extremely important that we understand the 
purpose of life. This is a very serious topic. Learning how to live life is a life-long process. We cannot ever say that we 
know everything about living life and that there is nothing more to learn. Every experience is a teacher. Life is 
wonderful. 
 
First, we have to recognize that life is a gift and a blessing. The equipment we have—the body, sense organs, mind, 
and intellect—we can’t take credit for any of them, because everything is a gift. All actions are possible only because 
of the gift of life. So what do we do with what we have? In spite of having this precious life, we say we do not have 
anything. 
 
Once, a boy was crying, saying that he had no desire to live. An elderly person was passing by and asked him why he 
wanted to die. 
The boy said, “I do not have anything. I do not have money. I do not have a house. I do not have parents. I want to 
die.” 
The elderly person offered to give help, but wanted something in return, as anything received for free does not hold 
much value. 
The boy said, “But I just told you that I do not have anything.” 
The man convinced the boy that he would not be asked for anything he did not have. The man then said, “I will give 
you 10,000 rupees if you cut off your left arm and give it to me. And I will give you 20,000 rupees if you cut off both 
your hands and give them to me.” 
The boy was stunned and said, “If I give you both my hands, then with what will I receive the money?” 
The man said, “Oh! I see that you not only have hands, but also have brains to think. I can offer one lakh rupees for 
your eyes, but you will ask, ‘Then how will I see?’ Now do you realize that you already have wealth worth millions? 
Can you still say that you do not have anything?” 
 
Does man make the money or does money make the man? No matter how much we have, we still say that we do not 
have anything. Even when we give all we have to our children, if they keep saying, “What have you given to me? I do 
not have anything,” how would we feel? In the same way when we say, “I do not have anything,” we are being 
ungrateful to God, who has given us everything.  
 
Gurudev said it beautifully, “What you have is His gift to you, but what you do with what you have is your gift to Him.” 
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Chinmaya Mission Ottawa  

1088 Ogilvie Road, Ottawa, Ontario, K1J 7P8 

Phone: 613-749-3399 

Email : Chinmaya.Ottawa@gmail.com 

Website : www.ChinmayaOttawa.com  

Our mission is to provide to individuals from any background, 

the wisdom of  Vedanta and the practical means for spiritual 

growth and happiness, enabling them to become positive 

contributors to society. 

Om Shri Chinmaya 

Sadgurave Namaha 

 
Welcome what comes, willingly give up what goes.  There is no need to worry about either.   

Without losing heart at failure, if you take it as an incentive for further effort, you will enter the 
citadel of victory sooner or later, today or tomorrow.   

-Swami Tapovan Maharaj 
 

The path of true spiritual progress is meant for those heroic ones who can laugh at their 
obstacles, worries and even failures.  

Real Men of success are people who have the heroism to fuel more and more enthusiasm in 
their work when they are faced with more challenges. 

-Swami Chinmayananda 
 

In the achievement of everything there are two parts. One part is in our hands and we should 
‘do’ it. The other part is not in our hands and we should ‘allow’ it to happen.  

True education should teach us to learn, be efficient and successful.  In success, we should have 
humility, and in failure, the enthusiasm to go ahead.  

-Swami Tejomayananda 
 

How easily we gloss over all of the victories we have had in our lives and dig up minor failures 
from the past to reinforce our gloomy outlook.  Remember all of the positive things from the 
past, and be optimistic for wonderful things in the future. Do not use your memory to think 

about the worst that has happened, and be filled with regret.  
Worry will enter the mind, but you must refuse to entertain it. Do not say ‘yes’ to worry. Say 

‘no’ to worry and to all the sorrows in your life. Swami Chinmayananda once thundered: 
``Refuse to be miserable!'' Try it. It is the secret of life.... 

-Swami Swaroopananda 
 

 

 

Weekly Activities at Chinmaya Bharati 

 

* Sundays 10:15 AM  (from September to June) –  Sunday Program is a 
comprehensive, family-oriented program of classes that teaches the ‘art of 
living’ concepts of Vedanta to students ages 3 and up.  
* Tuesdays  7:00 PM (from September) –  These classes feature a 
comprehensive study of the Bhagavad Gita, synthesizing teachings of 
Swami Chinmayananda through videos, reading and discussions. 
* Wednesdays - 7:00 PM Devi Group class for ladies.  Please contact Bina 
Sutarwala at 613-591-5961 for more information.  

For more information, please call Shalini Sahni, CMO Secretary,  
at (613) 715-9776 .  Thank you. 

mailto:Chinmaya.Ottawa@gmail.com
tel:%28613%29%20715%209776

